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About This Game

Ember's a fox who loves adventure. Run, jump, and ride through 30+ colorful, fast-paced obstacle courses in a quest to get your
missing soul back! Slip past fire-breathing dragons or weave between hungry over-sized goldfish... Ember's ultra-simple control

scheme is easy for anyone to pick up and get hooked!
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Edit: Now That I've Beaten It Faster Than Expected Edition

Disclaimer - Get this when it's on a good sale.

==========

VALA is a slick dual-stick shooter that comes as advertised, and the goofy we're-idiot-college-roommates humor works fine on
the side considering all your gametime is almost solely invested in murdering entire small countries worth of llamas. Really the
sort of thing I haven't played since Smash TV back when most people reading this review weren't even born or were busy filling
diapers.

I have no doubt this would be amazing couch co-op for we're-idiot-college-roommates, but for god's sake I got this on Steam
and it'd be really swell if I could give the creators more of my paycheck and tax return money by shilling out gift copies for
friends who will never play this with me anyway if it had online multiplayer. Just saying.

TL;DR - I didn't mean to go past 2 hours of played time so I could refund it but here we are.. Another mouse wrecker game..
Worst game ever. Isn't even nearly finished. Very buggy. Dev cares more about producing more of these 'games'. Play TF2
instead.. Uplink did a better job being a game about hacking computers. This is all just clicking on stuff and not actually
thinking. It's also buggy as hell (the main interface randomly disappears).

Avoid!. I enjoy it! just a bunch of mindless diablo esc fun! (not super diablo like) just a top down battle game.. to put it simple
this is a great car based shooter.

 u can either play story mode or level wise. basicly same thing just storymode moves foward where level based u can always go
back and replay ur fav levels <3. there is a nice selection of super weapons to use also which livens up the gameplay.

the bosses sometimes can be a bit tricky but if ur good at these types of games u can win them with ease sometimes and other
times its a challange.

one of the toughest things to do is save every damn civilian which makes the game even more tricky.
but also there is bonus levels added. mainly survival, racing, or timed survival kill for more time.

if u see this game on sale get it as its a great game to play but it can be slightly short. but the level mode makes up for that as u
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can always replay any boss,bonus level, or just any plain level anytime u want.
sidenote~ u may wanna buy a controller as it makes the game easier and more fun ^w^ logitech brand works wonder <3 started
without one ended with one and so much more enjoyable

overall 10/10 for a great car based shooter <3 ~ will be updating this review in the future~ ^w^

oh and who doesnt love running over the baddies once there cars are gone come on. lol

if this review is not helpful, please leave a comment as to why u feel that way so i may make changes if needed ^w^. Been
playing this for over a year, such a waste of time and money, absolutely hate this game
11/10, Will play this probably until i die or the games die. The game was better on the ps2. The fov is so bad you get a headace
after 30 minutes. And theres no way to fix it, even changing the .ini files. The graphics even from the time were bad, cod2 just
♥♥♥♥♥ all over it. But it has good gameplay. Its a classic, but not worth spending more than 2 dollars (i bought it on the "sale"
for 6 dollars-big mistake.. A perfect game that you can always come back to. After playing some intense games all night, golf
with friends is the best game to end a night on. Recommend this game to all my friends!

Update 2017: still inlove.

Update 2018: love the toppers, trails, and newest map. Can't wait for more maps!!. Never works seems to crash all the time if
not all the time sometimes in the middle of it or end of it.
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For the sale price, I had fun last night. I rocked with a guy for over an hour and we found some helpful people to let us stay the
night with them.

Night time is utterly one of the more freaky/scary gameplay moments you've likely seen in a minute. The number of on screen
zombies gets absolutely insane! SOOOO many!

Game made me crash to black screen with full fans running from my EVGA 1060 6gb = That either means its the game, or my
PSU is dying.

Other thing that's not great is it doens't launch correctly everytime. It can hang and you need to kill the process and restart.

There seems to be some programming issues they can clean up but there's lots of reasons to like this game. What's hilarious, is
how much better it is than games like DayZ and it only just now came out.

Yes, the UI is just like you're playing ARK. In almost every way. That's not a bad thing. There's room in the world for a
"zombie game on ARK engine" so don't let people who say that's a bad thing confuse you - its not. The ARK UI and system isn't
bad at all, it's quite functional.

This game is great for $11-something. Go get online and meet someone and have fun. I'll still recc this game even though there's
issues.. Watch This! is an interesting game, the idea of a gameshow featuring someone navigating a maze filled with deathtraps
is novel, but Watch This! pulls it off so well.

Running on the Unreal 4 engine, the game looks and sounds incredible, looking almost exactly the same as the screenshots on
the store page. The sound design is fantastic and really sets up the atmosphere of being on a spacestation, metal floors clank as
you walk over them, saws buzzing and spinning at fast speed, screeches of the monsters when they spot you. It's all beautifully
done.

The maze is somewhat randomly generated, the general layout stays the same but certain objects will move, adding some replay
value, more on this later.

You are given three "lives" and all of the traps, saws, spikes etc. are an instant kill, returning you to the start of the maze.
Monsters will usually kill you in three hits, health can be restored by drinking coffee found around the station however this will
not regenerate lost hearts, although this isn't explained so I drank them anyway so when I really needed the health, there weren't
many more to find. More on this later.

Burgers can be used as bait it seems but normally the monsters don't really seem to care about them, even if I throw them
directly at them, I could be wrong about this but again it isn't explained.

Monsters are pretty silly, but in a good way, you have that weird fish thing, straight out of a horror movie, some sort of evil
cthulhu monster with a TV for a face and these weird zombie things that kind of look like desiccated corpses. The fishy thing is
the worst as his screech is extremely loud and he always gets me because just outta nowhere there's this really loud noise, of
course you'll jump.

You can pickup money from the maze to buy gifts for your family, the game randomly generates you a family at the begginning
of each game. To make them want to let you out of the maze. Some family members are real world celebrities others are
characters out of films and some are entirely random. Some of the combinations are pretty funny, like my father being Vladimir
Putin, my mother being Hilary Clinton, My wife or honey being an alien with three breasts and my son being Kim Jong-Un.

You can also find bonuses and these can help or hinder you in someway, although you can only choose two and you keep these
for the entire game, only picking new ones when you die and start over. There's no real strategy for picking these, they're
flipped over and randomized so it's just down to luck. An option to get rid of one and pick another would be a good addition.

It is a good game as of now and there's only been one patch so far but this is a good example of an EA game. It's got the base
right and now it needs to build up more features and such. Some things are needed such as:
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An option to regenerate the maze, playing through the same maze is boring, you start to learn where everything is or will be. A
button to completely regenerate the maze would aid in improving replayability.

The option to turn down the screechs of the monsters, they are incredibly loud and always catch me, and I'm sure others off
guard.

Multiplayer would also benefit this game, maybe make it a who can escape fastest or something, and you can choose if you want
to help, or hinder the other players.

And as I mentioned before, an option to remove one of your bonuses and pick a new one would be good. Maybe you have to pay
$100 and the cost increases each time you do it, making you think about wether you want to swap it out.

Lastly, a tutorial of somesort is needed as the game doesn't explain what the items do or anything like that, and you're left to
work out what stuff does through trial and error.

However, this is still a good game, it just needs time to get the features and the polish done right, and it's cheap at just £2.79.
Overall, I'd give it a solid 8/10.. This game is super fun and addictive! I grabbed it in a bundle earlier today and can't stop
playing it! The music and artwork is perfect for the game, it runs super smooth, and has a variety of hats and trails to unlock!
The price even at full price is a steal and I've already gotten one friend hooked to the game. Looking to spread it to other
friends!. a 3d fps factorio. less refined enemies atm. but I love the galaxy/planets and the ship building idea. I would love to see
that implemented in factorio, along with planets that have different resources just like this game. With some time, this can be a
truly amazing game rivaling or exceeding factorio. if I remember correctly this even came out in EA long before factorio did.
Definetly someones passion project.. This game holds my attention better than a lot of AAA games. Controls are simple. You
can play with either keyboard or controller. 'A' to rotate left, 'D' to rotate right. Gameplay offers a good amount of challenge,
but I do have a small quip about when the paddle spawns on the opposite side of where the ball is moving. The time to react is
pretty small until you get better. If you saw the trailer, the gameplay is a lot like Super Hexagon but in a different format. You
won't be able to use the exact same skillset, but it's a lot less disorienting than Super Hex. The soundtrack is awesome. It doesn't
actually get boring no matter how long you play the game for some reason. If anything, get the game with the soundtrack..
Boring gameplay
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